To: Beluga Management Plan  
January 21, 22, 23, 2020  
Public Hearing in Kuujjuaapik  
December 28, 2019

From: Concerned Hunter – Inukjuak

1) Inuit hunters have an inherent right to harvest for survival
2) In Northern Quebec, Remote and Isolated Areas are the most highest paying taxes in the rest of Canada
3) Hunters know Beluga species as one and not divided like Eastern, Western, Does’nt exist because Beluga migrates eas season to countless miles and locations.
4) Inukjuak hunters has been treated poorly for 40 years by DFO by taking their hunting ground which they survived in for thousands of years.

A) Back in 1985, DFO came up with a pilot project that would last for 1 year, 40 years ago to have a quota
5) I support the Long Island Pilot project by NMRWB
6) I also support Quaqtaq’s Resolution to NMRWB
7) I also support Quaqtaq’s Resolution to Eliminate Quota’s and leave the Management.

Jobie Oweetaluktuk

Jobie Oweetaluktuk
7) "Nõi või anti, vahetage aina siin päevadel tekkivate värvides.


c. Antad ööpäevale, kui järele jääb päevad, pöördsid.


E. 8. Aastate kuni